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PREFACE

The following report la presented in partial fulfillment

of the requirements for the Master of Arts degree in Economics,

at Kansas State University.

The subject-matter of the paper was chosen because of its

relation to economic development which will be one of the fields

of interest of the author in pursuing further graduate study.

'ihe first chapter contains a short discussion on inequality,

what it means, and the possible ways of measuring inequality.

The specific measures used in the report to examine inequalities

in gross national product and trade among countries is discussed

in detail.

In the second chapter a study is made of the inequalities

in the world distribution of gross national product, exports,

imports and total trade for the period, 193'0 to 1962. An

attempt is made to assess the trends and examine the changes in

inequalities over this period.

In the third chapter emphasis is switcher! to the divergency

between the developed and the leas developed countries. An exam-

ination is made of the changes in inequalities between the

developed and less developed countries. The countries are then

grouped according to per capita incomes and a study is made of

the changes in inequalities which have taken place over this

1950-1962 period. These groups are also compared with the

United States over this same period.



In the fourth chapter a study is made of the changes in

inequality among different regions of the world. 'Ihese regions

are the English Speaking and European countries, Latin America,

Kiddle East, Asia and Africa. An attempt is also made to exa-

mine the inequalities in gross national products and trade among

the countries within these groups. The fifth and final chapter

presents a summary of the findings of the report.

The assistance and guidance by Dr. G. V. L. Narasimham, of

the Department of Economics, Kansas State University, is grate-

fully appreciated. His guidance was very helpful throughout

the procoss of compiling and analyzing the data. The discussions

with other members of the Department of Economics wero helpful.
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INTRODUCTION

This is a study, primarily empirical in nature, of inter-

national trade and tho changes which have occurred in the dis-

tribution of gross national product, exports and imports over

the period from 1950 to 1962. The study includes eighty-five

free market countries which are members of the United Motions.

The problem of inequality in the distribution of income and

trade among countries has received much attention in tho last

fifteen years."' This is especially true with respect to the

purported divergency of income and trade between the dovoloped

and the less developed countries. It is the major contention

of some economists that this gap is large and increcsing. 2

This has prompted a number of proposals for narrowing this

gap such as export promotion, import substitution and the granting

of trade preferences for the less developed countries. Although

much attention has been focused on how to narrow the differences

or inequality among countries, very few attempts have been mads

to examine the actual quantitative aspects of these differences.

3

The purpose of this study is to examine the distribution

of income and trade to see if the divergence and inequality

1 United Rations, Towards a New Trade Policy For Develop-
ment," Report by the Secretary-General of the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, Haw York, 1964, p. I4.-5.

2Threo of the major proponets of this line of thinking is

Hans Singer, Gunnar I-iyrdal and Raul Prebisch.

3one of the best studies is one by Theodore Korgan, "Econo-

mic Relationships Among Nations: The Pattern of Commodity Trade",

qfao Economic Ideas of Mankind . Ed. by Berthold Koselitz (New York:

Columbia University Press , 1965).



between the developed and the less developed countries is

increasing. An examination of the divergence of income and

trade between different regions of the world is also ts.&o.

To measure this divergence the incono and trade data of

the countrios was converted into United States dollars at I960

prices. This provided a standard with which comparisons were

made. The Lorenz curve concentration ratio was then used as a

measure of inequality. The countries wore grouped according to

different criteria of development and the divergence and trends

in gross national products, exports, imports and trade

were examined.



CHAPTER I

MEASURES OP INEQUALITY

Measurement denotes comparison which makes it necessary

to consider a norm or standard against which actual inequality

might be compared. A prerequisite to measuring inequality in

international trade and income among developing countries then

is to establish what is meant by equality. It probably isn't

correct to assume that each country or each proportion of the

population should have the same proportion of income, exports

or imports. Although this might seem desirablo from a moral

standpoint, it is beyond the realm of feasibility. Each country

has certain characteristics which dictates a proportionate equal-

ity, proportionate equality means that the division of income

and trade is determined by the factor endowments of the countries

as well as the initative of the people, geographic location, and

numerous other things. For example, the United States is geo-

graphically located in an environment conducive for agriculture

production, while the Soviet Union's location is less suitable

for agriculture production. This is a fact and this is an exam-

ple of factors which determine the proportional equality. The

extent of this proportionality would be difficult to establish

under any circumstances even for only a small number of countries.

Ho attempt has been made to divise this type of measure-

ment; however, some insight to the situation can be gained from

describing degrees of inequality in terms of deviations from the



equalitarian ideal. 1
' Therefore, any norm nay servo as a theo-

retically useful standard for factual comparisons. This very

conveniently allows examination of changes which have taken

place over a period of time. There are a number of measures of

inequality each having certain advantages as well as disadvant-

ages.

The Pareto Coefficient

One of the earliest moasures of income inequality was intro-

duced by Yilfrodo Pareto in 1397. This measure consisted of

plotting, on double -logarithmic paper, the size of an individuals

income against the number of income receivers having that income

or larger. 5 Pareto's formula was Log K = K -O(log X where M^

is the number of income recipients with an income of X or greater

and K and (X are constants. 6 It implies that plotting K against

X on double -logarithmic paper gives a straight line with a

slope O; . This 0( is the coefficient of inequality. Paroto's

measure emphasized the upper part of the income distribution

and thus failed to consider the character of the rest of the

distribution. This failure to consider the whole distribution

results in an inadequate measure of the degree of inequality.

^Alker, Hayward H., Mathematics and Polities (New York: The

Kacmillan Company, 1965), P- 3°.

^Bowman, Mary J., "A Graphical Analysis of Personal Income

Distribution in the United States", teericM. 3cjonomic Keview,

Vol. XXXV, September, 19'-'-5. p. 6l£.

%ravis, Irving B., Tho Struotur e_ of Income (Washington, D.C. :

McGregor and Werner, 1962), p. 180.



The Coefficient of Variation

Hie normal frequency distribution suggests that the most

frequent occurrence of the characteristic is the average one.

A common measure of dispersion, or inequality, is the standard

deviation. Assume f represents the frequency and Y the mean

income in an income class and Y the mean income of the entire

distribution. Using this notation the standard deviation (0~)

for grouped data may be approximated by

i i

cr =

£t. Y. 2 _ Y, 2

-2- fi

where the summations are over the data subclasses.' This mea-

sure may be standardized by dividing it by the mean of the var-

iable being studied. This reduces its dependence on the measure-

ment units being used, giving what is called the coefficient of

variation.

Despite their statistical properties, these two measures

suffer from two difficulties not found in alternative measures

of inequality, such as the mean deviation or concentration

ratio. First, average squared deviations from a mean are not

easily understood by the nonstatistician especially if a normal

frequency distribution cannot be assumed. Secondly, such measures

7Ibid, p. 181



arc sometimes sensitive to the way in which the more extreme data

p
points are grouped.

Shares by Quantization

This method of measuring inequality considers the entire

distribution presented in term of the proportion of the total

distribution accruing to equal segments such as tenths, fifths

or fourths. 9 Advantages of this procedure is that it avoids

making a single summary measure. However, in some instances

this can be a major disadvantage, since it tends to complicate

the process of comparison. It lacks the one statistic measure

which facilitates comparison.

A more extreme measure of a distribution is to consider

the percentage of the total held by a given top percent of

units. This type of measurement is often used in studying bus-

iness concentration.

The Lognormal Distribution

The lognormal distribution may be defined as the distribu-

tion of a vnriate whoso logarithm oboys the normal law of proba-

bility. 10 The lognormal distribution has been used as a

8Yntema, D., "Measures of the Inequality in the Personal

Distribution of Wealth", Journal of American Statistical Asso-

ciation, Vol. XXVIII, 1933, P. '+29.

9Kravis, 178.

10Aitchi3on, J. and Brown J.A.G.. The Lognormal Distribu-

tion (Cambridge: University iress, 1957)7 pTi.
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statistical description of given data in measuring inequality. 11

Sometimes the logs of data conform more closely to a nor-

mal distribution than does the data in natural numbers. EbJ.8

suggests that the standard deviation of the logs might bo a better

evaluation of differences in various distributions. This would

bo true In comparison with the standard deviation and coefficient

of variation of natural numbers.

Tho Lorenz Curve Concentration Ratio Principle

The Lorenz Curve was first discussed in 1905 by M.C. Lorenz.

Sines that time it has become a very useful device for measuring

inequality. 12 This measure compares cumulative distributions

with theoretically determined norms. The Lorenz type diagram

allows for both visual and quantitative comparison of the cumu-

lative relationship between two variables with the overall arith-

metic mean relationship. The ajxes of Lorenz diagrams are mea-

sured in percentages which facilitates summary description at

othor periods and with other groups of data. Another attractive

feature is that it represents a summary description by a single

value measure which is convenient for comparing particular facets

of different curves.

11 Ibid. p. 107.

12Lorenz, M.C, "Methods of Measuring Concentration of

V.'ealth" Publications of the American Statistical Association,,

Vol. II (New Series 1W5T?. 209.



Cumulative Percentage Of Countries (p.)

figure 1

The Lorenz Diagram

Quantitative comparisons involves computation of the Con-

centration ratio. The concentration ratio is the ratio of the

area of actual concentration to the area of maximum possible

concentration. In Figure 1 this would be the area enclosed be-

tween the Lorenz curve and the lino of complete equality (OMQ),

expressed as a ratio of the area of the triangle (OPQ). This

measure owes its discovery to the work of Corrado Gini in sev-

eral articles published in 1912.'*'

•'-^Hj.insworth, G.B., "The Loren?, Curve As a General Tool of
Hconoi.dc Analysis," Economic Record, September 196k, p. L29.



Use of the Loronz fcypffi diagram along with the concentration

ratio has led Mahal anobis to the use of the concentration curve

principle to compute an Index of concentration. *• Adapted to

this analysis the concentration curve measures the percentage

of countries along one axis against the corresponding lowest

percentage of gross national product, exports or imports on the

other axis. Thus the curve itself is absolutely independent

of units of monoy or of quantity and is readily comparable with

concentration curves for different groups in different time

periods.

For this analysis the whole distribution of k countries

gross national products, exports and iraports is taken. Let f

.

denote the countries and e the gross national product, exports

and iraports of these f., countries, (j = 1,2, k). Lot P.

and i":* be the proportions of countries and total gross national

products, exports or imports in tho .th class respectively.

Then P. = f
j

; Q =
e
3

¥" E

where ^Lf* =11 5 ^e = E which
J J

are respectively the total number of countries and the total

gross national products, exports or imports in the entire pop-

ulation or world. Let p. and q. bo the cumulative proportions

1ii-Hurti, V.ll. and Filial, K.K.C., "Distribution of Popula-
tion By expenditure Glasses," Central Statistical Organization,
September I960.
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defined as

i i

p. =£ Pk ; qj_ =£. \.
1 k=l K k=l K

The set of points (p^q^) together' with (0,0) and (1,1) deter-

mines the concentration curve of the total gross national pro-

ducts, exports, or imports. The inde" of concentration is

approximately given by

1 =1
t£ ( Pi

'
?i -1 '

( q± ***•* )#

This is the procedure followed for all calculations of inequal-

ity throughout this paper.



CHAPTER II

CHANGES IN INEQUALITY OP THE UORLD

DISTRIBUTION OK GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

EXPORTS, IMPORTS AND TRADE, 1950-1962

Economic progress among nations denotes economic growth.

All nations seel: to obtain a larger amount of goods and services

for their growing populations. This larger amount of goods is

usually the result of increased production supplemented by in-

ternational trade.

International trade has made a tremendous contribution to

the dovelopmont of all countries. It enables each country to

specialize and to export those things that it can produce

cheaper, in exchange for goods which other countries may have

a comparative advantage in producing. This tends to increase

the goods and services available to tho poople within these

countrios, along with increasing national income and hopefully

equalizing the living standards. It is this equality of income

and trade that is the major concern of this paper. The major

interest of this chapter is the changes in inequality of the

world distribution of gross national product, exports, imports

and total trade for the period, 1950-1962. 1 ^

-'The use of the word ijorld distribution seemed justified,

since the eighty-five countries in the study contains tho major
portion of world income and trade.
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Trends in the Volume of Trade

Gross national Product and Population

Examination of the statistics shows that tho world economy

has experienced substantial growth. Table 1 contains indices

1

A

showing tho growth of trade, income and population. The total

TABLE 1. — Tho secular trend in the volumo of trade, gross
national product and population (1950=100)

1950 195^!- 1958 1962

Total
Trade 100 125 159 207

Total
GIIP 100 119 138 160

Total
Population 100 10!+ 112 120

volume of trade of tho eighty-five free market countries exam-

ined, more than doubled over the thirteen year period 1950 to

1962. Over .this period total trade, which is tho sura of exports

and imports, rose 6.2 par-cent a year. During this same period

gross national product rose li.O percent a year, while population

was growing at the rate of 1.5 percent a year. These fact3 give

a rough indication that there has been substantial progress made

1 h
The source of all the data used throughout this report

wa3 tho United Nations Yearbook of rational Accounts. Statistic s,

(various issuosTi "'-he data was then""converted into United States
dollars at i960 prices.
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in tho world economy both With respect to Income and trade.

However, further insight to the situation can be gained by exam-

ining the distribution of gross national product and trade among

the countries.

Distribution of Gross National Product

Each country's share of world gross national product,

exports, imports and total trade was taken and arranged in as-

cending order and grouped by quintiles (Table 3). This was done

for tho years 1950, 195*1., 1958 and 1962. Since the complete

analysis of this chapter is based on the ascending cumulative

distributions of gross national products, exports, imports and

total trade grouped by quintiles of countries, it first becomes

advantageous to consider the composition of these quintiles.

This is important for purposes of comparison. It would facili-

tate comparison if the countries comprizing tho lowest quintile

of gross national product, exports, imports or trade could con-

sistently be classified as one type of country.

Computation of the ranis correlation coefficients between

gross national products and exports, imports and total trade are

Shown in Table 2. Iho high rani: correlation coefficients obtained

indicates that there is a close association between countries

with a large gross national product and countries with large

exports, imports, or total trade over this period. Given this

and assuming that generally countries with a high gross national

product have the higher xier capita products, comparisons can be

made differentiating to some degree between the developed and less
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I'ABLB 2. -- Rank Correlations between gross national product and
exports, imports and total trade.

GHP/Exports GUP/lmports SIIP/Total Trade

1950 .938 .914-0 .950

1951; .920 .95h .949

1956 .932 .946 .9l|.7

1962 .9311- .958 .91l7

developed countries. This would seem particularly truo in re-

ference to comparisons of the top and lowest quintiles of

countries.

Examination of the statistics for gross national product

in Table 3 reveals some interesting facts. The countries making

up the lowost quintilo are those with the lowest 20 percent of

gross national product. These countries had 0.1)1 percent of the

total gross national product in 1950 and 0.1i2 percent in 1962.

This means that the lowest quintilo of countries has maintained

their share of gross national product over the period. The

second quintilo of countries share of world gross national pro-

duct increased from 0.95 percent in 1950 to 1.18 percent in 1962.

The third quintiles share rose, as did the fourth quintiles share

of gross national product. The rise in the share of world gro3S

national product of the four lowest quintiles of countries was

at the expense of the top quintilo of countries. This clearly

indicates that there has been a slight decline in inequality among

countries in the overall distribution of gross national product.
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TABLE 3. — Distribution of world gross national products,
exports, imports and total trade by quintiles of countries. 8

SHARKS BY PERCENTAGE

Lowest
quintile

1950
GliP

Exports
Imports
Total Trade

195Ji
GNP
Exports
Imports
Total Trade

1956
GHP
Exports
Imports
Total Trade

1962
GHP
Exports
Imports
Total Trade

.90

.87

.93

.39

.86
1.10
1.01

.39
,7k
.99
.86

.U2

.95
1.1k
.95

1.07
1.88
2.96
2.14-7

1.10
1.92
2.146
2.28

1.18
2.21
2.70
2.37

Third
auintile

2.95
6.82
6.6U
6.7k

3.06
6.36
6.79
6.58

2.87
5.58
6.5l
6.09

2.98
5.60
6.30
5.614

Fourth
quintlle

7.96
Ik. 07
15.35
114.73

8.15
13.142
lk.kO
13.90

8.0k
12.15
12.90
I2.I4I

8.I1I

H4.O8
lk.l3
13.50

Top
quintilo

87.73
76.30
7k. 76
75.29

87.33
77.k8
7k. 75
76.0k

87.60
79.61
77.1k
78.36

87.01
77.16
75.73
77.5k

1Souroe: Derived from Appendices I and II.
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Visual evidence of this decline in inequality can be seen

from examining Figure 2 of the concentration curve in Plate I.

Figure 2 shows that the four lowest quintiles of countries had

a larger share of the gross national product in 1962, while the

top quintiles share was slightly less.

A more refined quantitative measure of the changes in

inequality can be made through the use of the index of concen-

tration. Table L[. contains the indices of concentration for the

world distribution of gross national product, exports, imports

and total trade.

TABLE L;.. — Index of concentration for the world distribution
of gross national product, exports, imports and trade. a

GBP Exports imports Total
Trade

1950 .8) ,.6 .730 .716 .721

195'+ .%2 .736 .708 .720

195S ,81|2 ,7k3 .726 .736

1962 .836 .739 .722 .729
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EXPLANATION OP PLATS I

Fig, 2. The lower part contains the

concentration curves for the

world distribution of gross

national product for 1950

and 1962. The upper part

contains the concentration

curves for the world distri-

bution of total trade for

1950 and 1962.

Pig. 3» The lower part contains the

concentration curves for the

world distribution of exports

for 19^0 and 1962. The

upper part contains the con-

centration curves for the

world distribution of iKrports

for 1950 and 1962.
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PLATE 1

i QO Cumulative Percent Countrie
;

~A 100

100
Cumulative Percent Countrie:

Figure 2

100

100

100

Cumulative Fercent Ccuntrin
Figure 3
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The concentration index decreases from 0.8^6 in 19^0 to O.836

in 1962. She general trend over the thirteen year period can

be seen In Piguro k. It is clear that there hasn't boon an

Concentration
Index

.900

.800

700

1950 195^ 1958
Time

Concentration
Index

.900

.800

— .700

I960

Pig. k. — Trends in the in-
equality of gross national
products and total trade for
1950-1962.

increase in equality in the distribution of gross national

product. In fact there has boon a slight downward trend in

inequality.
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Distribution of Exports and Imports

and Total Trade

The downward trend in overall inequality which was pre-

sent in the distribution of gross national product was not pre-

sent in the distribution of trado. However, there was no

significant increase in inequality in the distribution of trade.

In fact, the two lowest quintiles of countries increased their

percentage share of trade slightly over the thirteen years,

(Table 3). The third and fourth quintiles experienced a

decline in their percentage share of trado over this period.

The most significant change was in the top quintile, which

increased its share from 75.29 percent in 1950 to 77.51,'. percent

in 1962. Visually this can be seen from viewing the concentra-

tion curves in Figure 2. Th3 index of concentration (Table k)

increases from .721 in 1950 to .729 in 1962. The trend in

inequality for the distribution of trad.- can be seen in Fig-

ure h. This reveals that there has been little change over the

thirteen year period.

The trend and pattern of trade becomes clearer when exam-

ining the distribution of exports and imports of each quintile.

Table 3 shows that the percentage of exports and imports for both

of the lower quintiles increased, but the percentage increase

in imports was larger. The third quintile experienced a decline

in percentage of both exports and imports, but there was a

grester decline in the percent of exports. The fourth quintile

held a constant percentage of exports but had a decrease in the
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share of imports from 15.35 percent In 1950 to lh.13 percent in

1962. The top quintile increased its percentage of both exports

and imports

.

Visual evidence of these changes in the distribution of

both exports and imports can be seen in Figure 3« As a result

of those changes the index of concentration increased slightly

from .730 and .716 in 1950 to .739 and .722 in 1962 for exports

and iriports respectively, (Table 1±). However, as explained

above the3e changes vreren't at the expense of the two lowest

quintiles of countries In either exports or imports. Since It

has been shown that the total volume of trade, exports and

imports increased and that the lower quintiles maintained and

oven increased their share of the total trade, exports and

imports, then it follows that there has been no deterioration

in the shares of trade, exports, and imports going to the two

lowest quintiles. This far only the overa.ll distributions of

shares of total gross national product, exports and imports has

boon considered. To examine the importance of trade in the

world economy it becomes necessary to relate it to some form of

economic activity.

International Trade and Its

Importance in Economic Activity

Table 1 shows that an increase has ta'cen place in the total

volume of trade. However, to obtain the true character of this

increase in the volume of trade, it becomes necessary to make

a comparison with some phase of economic activity such as total
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gross national product. 'Ms gives an idea of the importance

of international trado and whether countries are becoming more

or less independent in the world economy.

Table 5 shows total world trado as a proportion of total

world gross national product. It is clear that, along with an

TABLE 5>. — Total world trade as a proportion of total world
gross national product. a

1950 195U 1958 1962

Ratio of total
trade to GUP 19.55? 20.75? 22.8;? 2\\..&%

Source: Derived from Appendix I.

increasing total volume of trade, there has been an increase in

ths Importance of trade. Total trade as a proportion of total

gross nationsl product increased from 19.5 percent in 1950 to 2k.

8

percent in 19&2.

A more refined comparison can be made by examining exports,

imports and total trade as a proportion of gross national pro-

duct of each quintilo of the countries. This has been done in

Table 6.

Table 6 shows that the pattern of increasing importance of

trade to gross national product is true for each quintile of

countries. It also shows that the ratio of trado to gross na-

tional product is largest for the countries in the lowest

quintile and decreases slightly for each higher quintile. This

means that trado his become increasingly more important to the



TAHLS 6. — Exports, imports and total trade expressed as a
proportion of gross national product of each quintile of

countries. a

SHARE,3 BY PERCENTAGE

LOTJCSt Second Third Fourth Top
quintile quintile quintile quintile quintile

Ratio to
GWP of

195C
Exports 21.6 19.7 22.7 17.U 8.5
Imports 20.5 2L.2 21.7 16.6 8.2
Total Trado kh.2 kl.k kk.$ 36.1 16.7

19.&L
Exports 23.0 18.3 21.7 17.2 9.3
Imports 29.0 28. h.

Ii7.8

22.8 18.2 3.8
Total Trado 53.6 ' 1^.6 . 35.3 18.0

1958
Exports 21.6 19.8 22.1 17.2 10.3
Imports 28.9 25.

h

25.8 18.2 10.0
Total Trado 50.2 k7.2 lt.8.3 35.1 20.)+

1962
Exports 27.9 23.1 23.2 20.7 10.9
Imports 33.9 28.5 26. h 21.0 10.8
Total Trade 56.2 II-9.9 U-7.0 39.9 22.1

Source: Derived from Appendices I and II.
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the countries in the lower quintiles themselves. However, this

doesn't mean that the countries In tho lower quintiles have

experienced a larger absolute share of total trade. Table 7

gives the secular trend in tho absolute value of trade, exports

and imports for each quintile over tho period, 1950-1962.

TABLB 7. — Secular trend in absolute value of trade, exports
and imports for each quintilo.

Trade

Lowest quintilo
Second quintile
Third quintile
Fourth quintile
Top quintile

Exports

Lowest quintile-
Second quintile
Third quintilo
Fourth quintile
Top quintile

Imports

Lowest quintile
Second quintile
Third quintilo
Fourth quintilo
Top quintilo

(1950 = 100)

1950 1962

100 21U
100 2llj.

100 175
100 192
100 215

100
100

218
239

100 169
206100

100 209

100 278
100 2I1.O

100 201
100 195
100 215

The absolute value of trade of the two lo.iest quintiles

increased 2.1)! times whilo tho top quintile increased 2.l5 times

over the thirteen years. This indicates that the lowest and

highest quintiles has maintained a constant share of trade over

the oeriod. This tends to confirm investigations made earlier
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indicating tho percentage shares of the highest and lowest

quintiles has remained fairly constant.

The absolute value of trade of the third and fourth

quintiles increased 1.75> and 1.92 tines respectively. This is

compatible with earlier evidence indicating that the gains of

the lowost, second and top quintiles was at the expense of the

third and fourth quintiles.

Tho countries in the lowest quintile had a ratio of ex-

ports to gross national product of 21.6 percent in 1950> while

this same ratio for 1962 was 27.9 percent, (Table 6). This

indicates that exports as a proportion of gross national pro-

duct has increased; however, this same comparison for imports

shows that imports have increased even more and is a largor

proportion of gross national product than exports. Table 7

indicates that tho absolute value of exports increased 2.18

times, while imports increased 2.70 times. Thus, it is clear

that imports is a larger proportion of gross national product

than exports and that this increase in imports is the reason

the lowest quintilo has maintained a constant share of trade

over the period. However, it is important to note that this

diversion between exports and imports was a result of a faster

increase in imports and not a decrease in exports. The fact

that the major increase in imports was in the lowest quintilo

may indicate the importance of imports to tho development pro-

cess. This same pattern was also present in the third quintile

of countries. The top and second quintiles maintained a fairly
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constant chare of exports and imports, while tho fourth quintile

experienced a decline in the share c.f imports relative to

exports.

The implications of this analysis would indicate that tho

distribution of trade, exports and imports has exhibited no roal

unfavorable changes towards the less developed countries over

the 1950-1962 period and has in fact exhibited a rather constant

change

.



CHAPTER III

CHANGES IB INEQUALITY. 0? GROSS NATIONAL

PRODUCT, EXPORTS, IKP0RT3 AND TOTAL

TRADE 70R THE DEVELOPED AED LE3S

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Having examined the overall distributions of gross national

product, exports, imports and trade by quintiles of countries,

attention is now focused on a more explicit division. The

countries wore grouped into a group of developed and a group

of less developed countries. 1
' Appendix III contains a list

of this division.

Developed Versus the Loss Developed Countries

Table 8 gives the percentages of pjross national product,

exports, imports and total tr?de represented by the correspond-

ing porcenta-e of developed and lesn developed countries. The

lesr, developed countries represented 70. li percent of the coun-

tries in 1950 and hold li' .£ percent of the gross national pro-

duct, while in 19c2 the less developed countries represented

72.0 percent of the countries and held 15.9 percent of the gross

'The division between developed and les? developed
countries was taken from: James c". Ingram, International Econ-

omic Problems (Hew York: John V/iley ft Sons, 19^6) p. 75.
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TABLE 8. — Distribution of gross national product, exports,
imports and total trade betv.'oen the developed and less devel-

oped countries. a

Percentage
of total:

Developed
Countries

Less Developed
Countries

1250
Countries 29.6 70.1;

GEP
Exports
Imports
Total Trade

1951;
Countries

0HP
Exports
Imports
Total Trade

1958
Countries

85.5
77.8
77.0
77.1;

27.6

7o.5
76.1;

77.1;

11;. 5
22.2
23.0
22.6

72. k

1U. 9
21.5
23.6
22.6

25.0 75.0

GHP
Exports
Imports
Total Trade

1962
Countries

GBP
Exports
Imports
Total Trade

82.7
78.5
75.6
77.0

28.0

8k.l
80.k
79.7
80.0

17.3
21.5
2k. k
23.0

72.0

15.9
19.6
20.3
20.0

eSourco: Derived from Appendices. II and III.
b The reason for the variation in the percentage of devel-

oped and less developed countries each year is that thore were

a fev countries for which data wasn't available every year.
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national product, The fact that the percentage of the loss

developed countries changes makes comparison difficult. However,

comparisons can readily be made by using the concentration curve

and the index of concentration.

Figure 5 of Plate II shows the distribution of gross na-

tional product and trade between the developed and the loss de-

veloped countries for 1950 and 1962. Oils visual comparison

coincides with the results of the index of concentration in

'Pablo 9, which shows an index of .559 and .561 in 1950 and 1962,

respectively. This means that the inequality in the distribu-

tion of gros3 national product was not significantly greater

in 1962 than it was in 1950. However, the index of concentra-

tion for 195U- and 1958 show.-, that there was a slight increase

in inequality within this thirteen year period which decreased

by 1962.

TABLE 9. — Index of concentration for the distribution of
gross national product, exports, imports and total trade be-
ti/oen the developed and less developed countries.

GEP Exports Imports Total Trade

1950 .559 .k82 .hlk .l>78

1951;- .575 .509 Jj88 .^98

1958 .577 .535 .506 .520

1962 .561 .521;. .517 .520

Piguro 5 shows that the inequality in the distribution of

total trade has increased slightly over the period,, The index
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE II

Pig. $. The lower pari; contains the

concentration curves for the

distribution of gross national

product between the developed

and less developed countries

for 19^0 and 1962. Hie

upper part contains the con-

centration curves for the

distribution cf total trade

between the developed and

less developed countries for

19^0 and 1962.

Pig. 6. The lower part contains the

concentration curves for the

distribution of exports

between the developed and less

developed countries for 1950

and 1962. riho upper part con-

tains tho concentration curves

for the distribution of iriports

between the developed and less

developed countries for 195>0

and 1962.
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of concentration shows that there has been a gradual upward

trend in inequality for the distribution of trade.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of exports and imports

between the developed countries and the less developed

countries. It is visually evident and is quantitatively sub-

stantiated by the indices of concentration that there has been

a slight increase in inequality in the distributions of exports

and imports.

Division of Countries by Per Capita Incomes

A more specific analysis between the developed and less

developed countries was made by grouping the countries accord-

ing to per capita income. The countries were grouped according

to their per capita incomes in 196l. Group 1 consisted of

countries with a per capita income of less than ylOO, group 2

of countries with a per cspita income of $100 - 0250, group 3

of countries with a per capita income of ft2f>0 - 0500, group Ij.

of countries with a per capita income of vfjOO - ;„;1,000, group 5

of countries with a per capita income of §1,000 - ^2,000, and

group 6 of countries with a per capita income of more than

02,000. Appendix IV contains a list of the countries in each

group

.

Table 10 gives the distribution of gross national product,

exports, imports and total trade for the per capita income

1 s
The per capita income classification was adapted from:

C. Wilcox, '..
:

. Weatherford ana II. Hunter, Economics of the
World Today, (New York, Harcourt, Broce arid Co., 19t>2) p. 16-1
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TABLE 10. — stribution of gross national product, exports,
import s and .1 trade between countries grouped by por

capita income classes. a

Percentage
of total:

l-Sfio
Countries

GNP
Exports
Imports
Total Trade

PER CAPI TA IIlGOilE GROUPS

Less ftlOO .$250 §500 §1,000 Over
$100 82^0 5500 §1,000 #2,000 #2,000
Grouo I Group 2 Group 3Group h.Group 5 Group 6

16.9

1+.9

k.6
k.8

28.2

3.1
6.7
7.2
6.9

19.7

6.9
8.6
8.2
8.1).

15.5

6.6
11.7
13.6
12.7

16.9

21).. 2

1+0.8

tt-0.3

k0.6

ft.. 3
27.2
26.0
26.6

195k
Countries 17.1 30.3 19..7 11+.5 15.,8 2.6

GUP 5.1+ 3.7 7,.6 6.8 2k,,0 ^'l
Exports 6.1). 5.1 9..2 12.6 la.,9 2k. 8

Imports 7.5 5.1 9. 2 13.)!. 39 ,8 25.0
Total Trade 7.0 5.1 9. 13.0 1|.0,,8 2k, 9

1958
Countries 21. h 28.6 20,,2 13.1 Ik,,3 2.k

GNP 5.1+ li.3 8,,6 7.1 2k,,2 50.3
Exports k.5 6.1. 10,,1 13.7 111.,k 23.9
Imports k.9 8.0 9..9 13.6 39,,0 21+.5

Total Trade lu7 7.2 10..0 13.6 ho,,2 2k. 2

1962
Countries 16.0 29.3 21,,3 lit. 7 16,,0 2.7

GNP k.6 3.7 9.,8 7.U 21i,.6 1+9.9

Exports 3.0 5.8 11

,

,1 15.5 1+1.5 23.1
Imports 3.8 6.3 10,,8 15.1+ til,.8 21.9
Total Trade 3.1+ 6.0 11,.0 15.5 l+i..7 22. ll

^Source : Derived from Appendices II and IV.
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groups. The concentration curves for these distributions are

shown in Figures 7 and 3 ox" Plate III. By examining these con-

centration curves it is possible to get an idea of the changes

in inequality which have taken place between the groups over

the period, (1950-1962).

TABLS 11. — Index of concentration for the distribution of
gross national product, exports, imports and total trade for
countries grouped by per capita income classes.

GKP Exports Imports
Total
Trade

1950 .712 .507 .5oli. .505

195k .703 '

.sia .525 .533

1958 .695 .559 .535 .51+7

1962 .685 .539 .527 .532

Table 11 shows that the index of concentration for the

distribution of gross national product has decreased from .712

in 1950 to .685 in 1962. This substantiates the earlier find-

ing of a downward trend in inequality when the countries were

grouped by quintiles. Figure 7 shows that the major reason for

this decrease in inequality is due to the decline in the per-

centage share of gross national product bold by the countries

in group 6, which are the United States and Canada.

Thei-e was a slight increase in inequality in the distribu-

tion of exports, imports and trade, (Figure 8). Countries with

a per capita income of less than ^ilOO represented 16.9 percent

of the countries and held ij_ _ 8 percent of the total trade iiihile

in 1962, 16.0 percent of the countries held only 2>-k percent
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KXPLAHATION OF PLAT1
-] III

Fig. 7. The lower part contains the

concentration curves for 19'jO

and 1962 for the distribution of

gross national product of the

countries grouped by per capita

income groups. The upper part

contains the concentration curves

for 1950 and 1962 for the distri-

bution of total trade of the

countries grouped by per capita

income groups.

Pig. 8. The lower part contains the

concentration curves for 1950

and 1962 for the distribution of

exports of the countries grouped

by per capita income groups. The

upper port contains the concentra-

tion curves for 1950 and 1962 for

the distribution of imports of the

countries grouped by per capita

income groups

.
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of the total trade. Thus while the earlier study indicated

the share of trade of the lowest quintile was constant, this

is not the esse for the countries in group 1. An examination

of the composition of tot.il trade shows that group 1 repre-

sents 16.9 percent of the countries and held (j.,9 and lj.,6 per-

cent of the exports and imports respectively in 1950. In

1962, group 1 represented 16.0 percent of the countries, but

held only 3.0 and 3.8 percent of the exports and imports res-

pectively. Ihus it would seem that concern over a decline in

exports is justified. It is difficult to evaluate the effects

of the decline in the percentage share of imports. This

decline in imports could mean there had been a major emphasis

on the use of import substitution by the countries. However,

any extensive development process usually requires large

amounts of imports on the part of the less developed countries.

Therefore, it would seem that the decline in imports represents

a serious obstacle to furthering development of these countries

in group 1 with per capita incomes of less than $100,

This same pattern of a decline in the share of trade is

also true for the countries with a per capita income of $100

to i;2£o. In this case in 19^0, group 2 represented 28.2 per-

cent of the countries which held 6.9 percent of the trade.

However, in 1962 a larger percent of countries had a smaller

share of total trade.

The other significant change in Table 10 occurred in group

6 which is composed of the United States and Cana.-a. Group 6
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represented 2.8 percent of the countries which held 26.6 per-

cent of total trade in 193'0. In 1962, group 6 represented 2.7

percent of the countries but held only 22.k percent of the

total trade. The United States exports decreased from 20.3

percent of the total exports in 1950 to 17.6 percent in 1962..

Imports decreased from 19. k percent of the world total in 1950

to 16.6 percent in 1962. 1<5 Canada's share of total exports and

imports declined from 6.9 and 6.7 percent in 1950 to 5.1;. and

5.3 percent respectively in 1962.

Groups 3 and l). experienced an increase in their percentage

share of total trade. These two groups received a constantly

increasing percentage of the total trade in each of the four

years examined, (Table 10). The percentage share of group 5

remained relatively constant over the period.

The overall results of the above changes led to a small

increase in the index of concentration. This would indicate

that the less developed countries have experienced a slightly

smaller share of world trade. However, the change is very

slight and therefore, doesn't substantiate the view that the

divergency between the developed and less developed countries

is rapidly widening.

^'Ihis information is contained in Appendix II.
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Comparison of the United States

With Each of the Per Capita

Income Groups

The distribution of gross national product, exports,

imports, and total trade of the per capita income groups of

countries, except for group 6 of which the United States was a

part, was compared to the United States. This gives an indica-

tion of the changes in inequality between the per capita income

groups and the United States. A decrease in inequality with

respect to income or trade would indicate a convergence of the

economy of the United States and the other group. It is assumed

that this would be desirable especially for the groups with low

per capita incomes.

Table 12 gives the index of concentration for the distri-

bution of gross national product, exports, imports and total

trade for the comparison of the United States to each of the

other groups. The inequality in the distribution of gross

national product between the United States and the other groups

decreased over the 19^0-1962 period in all groups except group 1.

The inequality between the United States and group 1 increased

slightly. These changes can be seen by examining the concentra-

tion curves of Plate IV.

The inequality in the distribution of total trade between

the United States and groups 3, li, and 5 decreased over the

thirteen years. The inequality bet'.:een the United States and

group 2 remained fairly constant. 'Hie inequality between the

United States and group 1 increased.
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TABLE 12. — Index of concentration fcr the distribution of
gros3 national product, exports, imports and total trade com-
paring the United States with each of the other groups. a

U.S. and
Group 1

U.S. and U.S. and

Group 2 Group 3.

U.S. and
Group It

U.S. and
Group 5

Distribution of Gross Ha tional Produc t

1950
1951t
1958
1962

.828

.830

.814.3

.833

.89l|- .8lU

.719 .803

.876 .788

.881 .766

.802

.795

.785 .

.779

.600

.59k

.581

.577

Distribution of Total Trado

1950
195k
1958
1962

.729

.655

.710.

.756

.693 .635

.71l2 .606

.676 .590

.695 .550

Distribution of

.527

.505

.1)69

.1^2

Sxports

.251

.235

.235

.211)

1950
195k
1958
1962

.729

.672

.7!i8

.776

.703 .635

.7UU .607

.698 .585

.709 .551i-

.551

.513

.1)86

.1)1)9

.255

.230

.227

.221

.730

.638

.735

.737

Distribution of Imports

1950
195k
1958
1962

.682 .635
,7l'-0 .601).

.660 .591).

.681 .5I+7

.501).

.I4.96

.lt-91

.1)35

.21J.7

.21)0

.21*3

.207

aSource: Derived from Appondicas II and IV.
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KXH.ANATION OP PLATE IV

Pig. 9. The lower pert of Figure 9 contains the

concentration curves for 1950 and 1962 for

the distribution of (GUP) gross national pro-

duct between the United Str.tes and group 1.

The upper part contains the same information

for the distribution of trade.

Pig. 10. Die lovrer part of Figure 10 contains the

concentration curves for 1950 and 1962 for the

distribution of GHP between the United States

and group 2. The upper part contains the same

Information for the distribution of trade.

Fig. 11. The lower part of Figure 11 contains the

concentration curves for 195>0 and 1962 for the

distribution of GHP between the United States

and group 3. The upper part contains the same

information for the distribution of trado.

Pig. 12. The lower part of Figure 12 contains the

concentration curves for 1950 and 1962 for the

distribution of GKP between the United States

and group Ij.. The upper part contains the same

information for the distribution of trade.

Fig. 13. The lovrer part of Figure 13 contains the

concentration curves for 1950 and 1962 for the

distribution of GHP between the United States

and group 5. The upper part contains the same

information for the distribution of trade.
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The inequality in the distribution of exports and imports

between the United States snd each of the other groups decreas-

es, with the exception of group 1, for the period, 1950-1962.

The inequality between the United States and group 1 with res-

pect to exports increases slightly. The implications of these

results indicate that there has been a convergence between the

economies of the United States and each of the other groups

with the exception of group 1.

To summarize this chapter it is evident from viewing the

concentration curves and indices that there has been no increase

in inequality in the distribution of gross national product

between the developed and less developed countries under any

method of grouping. On the basis of the concentration curves

and indices it was concluded that there was not sufficient

evidence to substantiate the view that there is an increasing

divergency between the developed and less developed countries

with respoct to the distribution of trade.



CHAPTER IV

CHANGES IN INEQUALITY OF GROSS

NATIONAL PRODUCT, EXPORTS, IMPORTS

AND TOTAL TRADE AMONG REGIONS OP THE WORLD

A procaduro of analysis, often followed for making com-

parisons, is to discuss countries by regions of the world.

Therefore, it would seem beneficial to examine these regions

and the inequality and changes in inequality which have occurred

in the distribution of gross national product, exports, imports

and total trade.

The regions examined were the English and European speak-

ing countries - group 1; the Latin American countries - group 2;

the Kiddle Eastern countries - group 3; the Asian countries -

group k; and the African countries - group 5. A list of the

countries in each group is contained in Appendix IV.

Table 13 gives the distribution of gross national product,

exports, imports and total trade for the regions. By examining

the indices of concentration it is possible to get an idea of

the changes in inequality which have taken place between the

regions over the period, (1950-1962). The concentration curves

for these distributions are shown in Plate V.

1
^The country classification of these groups was taken

from: (C. Wilcox, W. Vjeatherford and H. Hunter, op. cit .).
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TABLE 13. — Distribution of gross national product, exports,

imports and total trado between countries grouped by regions
of the world. a

REGIONS OP THE WOHCD

Asia
Group k

English &
European
Group 1

Latin
America
Group 2

Kiddle
East
Group 3

Africa
Grouo 5

Percentage
of total:
1950
Countries 32. k 32.

k

11.3 12.6 11.3

GKP
Exports
Imports
Total 'Trade

85.0
78.6
75.

7

78.6

5.1*
8.9
9.3
9.1

l.k
2.9
I4.O

3.1*

7.U
7.1*

6.1
6.8

0.8
2.2
1.9
2.1

195k
Countries 30.3 30.3 13.1 ltl-. 5 11.8

GUP
Exports
Imports
Total Trade

83.5
76.6
77.0
77.9

5.k
7.9
9.1
8.5

1.7
2.9
3.7
3.3

8.5
8.3
7.7
8.0

0.9
2.2
2.li

2.3

1956
Countries 27-1*. 28.6 13.0 15.5 15.5

GKP
Exports
Imports
Total Trade

81.8
77.5
75.8
76.7

5.9
8.2
9.0
8.6

2.2
3.1*

k.h
3.9

9.1
8.8
8.5
8.6

1.0
2.1
2.3
2.2

1962
Countries 30.7 29.3 12.0 Ik. 7 13.3

GKP
Exports
Imoorts
Total Trade

82.1
79.0
78.5
78.8

5.8
7.9
7.5
7.7

1.6
2.1
2.8
2.k

9.6
9.0
9.3
9.2

0.9
1.9
1.6
1.9

a3ource

:

Derived from Append:.cos II and . V.
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Table ll| shows that the index of concentration for the

distribution of gross national product was the same in 1962 as

it was in 1950. However, the index shows a gradual increase in

inequality for 1951'- and 1956, Which had declined by 1962.

Although there probably existed a slight increase in inequality

for this interperiod, the increase was not as large as the index

indicates. The reason for this is that the distribution for 195"

8

included a larger number of countries than the distribution for

1950. These additional countries were either newly formed or

in general the poorer countries and had only recently made data

available. If data for these countries had been included in the

1950 distribution, it is doubtful whether there would have been

any significant increase in inequality in the interperiod. As

explained earlier, this tends to make group 1, which has over

TABLS Ik' — Index of concentration for the distribution of

gross national product, exports, imports and total trade for
countries grouper", by regions of the world.

GNP Exports Import:

1950 .563 .hik .U-68

195^ .575 .516 .m
1958 .591 .ai .1*98

1962 -563 .525 .519

.!j-61l

Ji8l

.530

.522

a3ource: Derived from Appendices II and V.

6'0.0 percent of the total gross national product, a smaller

percent of the total countries but only slightly alters the
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EXHiAKAEECK OF PLATE V

Pig, lit, The lower part of Figure II4.

contains the concentration

curves for 19.50 and 1962 for

the distribution of gross

national product between the

regions of the world. The

upper part contains the sano

information for the distri-

bution of trade.

Pig. 15. The lower part of Figure \$

contains the concentration

curves for 1950 and 1962

for the distribution of

exports between the regions

of the world. The upper

part contains tho same

information for the distri-

bution of imoorts.
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percentage* of gross national product held. The result j.s an

exaggeration of the actual inequality when comparing the 1958

distribution to 1950.

A close examination of Figura 111 shows that in 1962 there

was a tendency towards an increase in inequality in the distri-

bution of gross national product due to the English-European

countries, which was balanced out by a tendency toward a

decrease in inequality by the Latin American countries. There-

fore, there was no change in the concentration index over the

period for 1950 and 1962.

The index of concentration for the distribution of total

trade, exports and imports shows a alight increase in inequal-

ity. Here again the index is overstated for the year 1958.

The overall increase is apparent in Figure ll|- where the con-

centration curve shows greater inequality in all cases. Fig-

ure 15 shows the concentration curves for the distribution of

exports and inports. Those curves reflect the increase in in-

equality which was shown in the distribution of total trade.

The concentration indices increased from .l|3U in 1950 to .525

in 1962 for exports. The concentration indices increased from

.l|i>8 in 1950 to .519 in 1962 for imports.
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Comparison of the English Speaking

and European Countries with each

of the Other Regions

The distribution of gross national product, escports,

imports and total trade of the regions was compared to the

English Speaking and European Countries for the period, (1950-1962).

This gives an indication of the changes in inequality between the

English Speaking and European countries and the other regions.

Table 15 gives the indices of concentration for this compari-

son of gross national product, exports, imports and total trade.

The indices of concentration for the distribution of gross

national product shows that there was very little tendency

towards an increase in inequality between the English-European

countries and all other groups. Tnere was a slight increase in

inequality between the English-European countries and Africa.

Hie relation of the English-European countries to the Kiddle

Eastern and Asian countries was about the same over the period.

Tne relative good performance of the Asian countries was due to

the high large values of gross national product for India

and Japan.

In the distribution of total trade there was a small

tendency towards increasing inequality between the English-

European countries and the Kiddle Eastern and African countries.

There was very little change in the Latin American countries

and a slight increase in inequality between the English-European
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TABLE 15. — Index of concentration for the distribution of
gross national product, exports, iroorts and total trade com-
paring the English Speaking and European countries (Group 1)

with each of the other groups, a

Group 1
and

Group 1 Group 1
and and

Group 2
and

Group 2 Group 3 Group k Group 5

Dis tribution of Gross National Pro<iuct

1950
1951).

1958
1962

.hX\X

.U39
•m
•U23

.2l;2 .201

.28). .231

.298 .261

.262 .219

Distribution of Total Trade

. 2J, 9

.271

,3k9
.292

1950

1958
1962

.396

.U02

.lj.00

400

.216 .202

.262 .231

.276 .260

.251 .220

Distribution of Exports

.232

.253

.333

.270

1950
195^
1958
1962

.398

.14-09

.I|16

.398

.333 .195

.267 .228

.282 .259

.255 .222

Distribution of Imports

.230

.251|.

.331+

.280

1950
19&.
195^
1962

.39k

.39U

.kox

.200 .209

.256 .233

.269 .260

.21.1-7 .218

.231*.

.251

.331

.280

Source: Derived from Appendices II and V.
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countries and the Asian countries. This same pattern is present

in the distributions for exports and imports with no other

significant variations.

The major conclusions are that the slight increase in

inequality in the distribution of gross national product, exports,

imports and total trade compared to the English-European coun-

tries is most prevalent in the case of the African countries.

There was very little change in inequality for the Asian and

Middle Eastern countries with Latin America remaining fairly

constant with respect to the distribution of total trade,

exports and imports. Latin American countries compared to the

English-European countries experienced a decline in inequality

in the distribution of gross national product.

Changes in the Inequality of the

Distribution of GUP, Exports, Imports

and Total Trade Within the Regions

of the World

Each countries share of the total gross national product,

exports, imports and total trade within each region was arranged

in ascending order and grouped by quintiles (Table 16), for

1950 and 1962.

The top quintile of countries within the English-European

group of countries experienced a decline in the percentage share

of gross national product, exports, imports and total trade

over the period, 1950-1962. The lowest quintile experienced an
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TABLE 16. "- Distribution of gross national product, exports,
imports and total trade within each group by quintiles of

countries3

SHARES BY PERCBHTAGE

Lowest Second Third Fourth Top
quintilo quintile auintile auintile quintile

English a
Euron e an
195o' '

'

'

GI1P 0.77 2.25 k.H 9.53 83.3k
Exports 1.79 k.63 9.1+6 16.kk 67.68

Imports 2.17 kito. 10.76 19.05 63.21
Trade b 2.16 k.5k 10.30 17.5k 65. k6

1962
GHP 0.80 2.hi iu68 10.20 81.91
Exports 1.66 5.26 9.79 21.36 61.93
Imports 2.17 5J-I-9 10.15 21.61 60.58
Trade 1.91 540 9.95 a.k8 61.26

Latin
Amori can
1,950
GNP 1.89 2.92 If. 35

6.1^
17.91 72.93

Exports 2.62 i|-.U2 20.59 66.23
Imoorts 2.33 3.9k

5..18

6.72 22.23 61u78
Trade 2.k9 6.k3 21 ,k9 65.kl

1962
GNP 1.71 3.15

k.kS
5.05 17.65 72.1.ik

Exoorts 2.32 7.68 23.06 62. k9
Imports 2.9k I+.95 9.10 25.33 57.68
Trade 2.72 k.63 8.35 2K.17 60.13

Middle
East
195.6
GiiP tu71 8.12 15.82 27.38 10.97
Exports 2.k7 5.77 17.08 26.03 h.8.65

Imports l|-78 10.27 17.k? 22.92 kk.5k
Trade h.kb 9.50 15. 5k 21l.23 k6.27

1962
SB? 3.5o 8.20 15.03 20.77 52.50
Exports 3. 8k 8.68 18. lit 25.97 k3.07

Inroorts 6.3.6 9.76 17.33 26.93 39.32

Trade 5.19 9.27 20.86 26.89 37.79

TABLE lb. — Continued on next page
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TABLE 16. — Continued

SHARES BY PEKCEIf.:'AGK

Lowest Second Third Fourth Top
quintile quintile auintilo quintile quintile

Asian
1950
Off 1.55 2.83 6,,53 20.,31 68.78
Exports 1.57 8.73 13.,98 P.O..3k 55.38
Imports 1.80 J+.55

6.90
IS,Mil 25,,63 52.08

Trade 1.68 34.,82 22.,69 53.91

1962
GHP 2.09 3.36 5.5! 12.,30 76. Ik
Exports 2. 0i| E.60 9..72 19.W 61j..l5

Inports 2.80 6.71 10,.73 16.,32 63.10L

Trade 2.61 5.75 9,,99 17,,86 63.79

African
1950
GHP 5.1*6 8.98 16,,Ii8 22.50 Il6.58

Exports 6.05 6.51 16.56 31,,95 38.93
iTrroC-ts 5.18 9.63 17.52 25,,6« La. 99
Trade 5.8.5 7.97 16,.77 29,,08 (4-0.33

1963
33? 3.01 9.55 Hi- • fill 25,>86 U6.7U-

Exeorts 5.A 940 12 .39 26,.36 l:-6.5l

Iitroorts 6.21 8.68 16 .10 25.61 14.3.5-0

Trade 5.78 9.0I4. 11* .22 26..00 1A.96

aSource: Derived from Appendices I, II and V.

^Trade is the sum of exports and Imports of goods
services.

and
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increase from 0.77 to 0.80 percent in its share of gross nation-

al product, but experienced a decline in its share of total trade.

This decrease in total trade was due to a decline in the percent-

age share of exports while the share of imports remained constant.

However, an increase in the share of both gross national product

and trade for the second, third and fourth quintiles along with

a decrease in the top quintiles share resulted in a decrease in

the overall inequality within the group of English-European

countries. Table 17 show:; the index of concentration for the

distribution of gross national product, exports, imports and

total trade. There is a consistent decline in inequality over

the period.

The Latin American countries followed almost exactly the

same pattern as the English-European countries, except that

the lowest quintile of the Latin American countries increased

its percentage share of total trade. However, this increase

in total trade appeared to be due to an increase in imports not

exports. The lowest quintile of the Latin American countries

experienced a decline in its percentage share of gross national

product. The overall result was a decrease in inequality within

the group of Latin American countries in the distribution of

gross national product, exports, imports and total trade,

(Table 17).

The inequality within the group of Kiddle East countries

decreased with respect to the distribution of exports, imports

and total trade. There was an increase in inequality in the
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TABLE 17. — Index of concentration for the distribution of
gross national product, exports, imports and total trade for
the countries within each of the regions of the world. 3

REGIONS OP THE WORLD

English &
European
Group 1

Latin
America
Grouo 2

Kiddle
East Asia
Group 3 Group 5

Africa
Group 5

Di;5tr5.bution of Gross Rational Product

1950
19514
1958
1962

.7814-

.778

.757

.769

.670

.667

.668

.659

A12 .6314

A35 .618
.l[lp. .636
.14.59 .661

.k08
461
.501
.1439

.602

.581l

.59t

.575

Distribut:ion of Total Trade

1950
1951'

1958
1962

.606

.588

.599

.563

.lp.6 .495

.351 .509

.352 .5H5

.3147 .580

.389

.403

.500

.388

Distribution of Exports

1950
1954
1958
1962

.620

.593

.599

.582

.608

.609

.609

.590

.kih .I4-88

.418 .552

.388 .592

.395 .6014

.379

.10-8

.500

.1,20

.588

.577

.590

.568

Distrib ution of Imports

1950
19514.

1958
1962

.606

.575

.591

.536

.388 .513

.3314- .467

.365 .513

.350 .561

.377

.395

.501

.3714

aSource: Derived from Appendices I, II and V
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distribution of gross national product, which resulted from the

lowest quintiles percentage share declining while the top

quintiles increased, (Table 16).

The general tendency within the Asian group of countries

for the distribution of gross national product, exports,

imports and total trade was towards increased inequality. The

lowest, second and top quintiles increased their share of gross

national product, while the third and fourth quintiles experi-

enced a decline. The result, duo mainly to the large increase

in the top quintiles share of gross national product, was an

increase in inequality. The increase in inequality in the dis-

tribution of total trade was due mainly to the decline in per-

centage share of exports of the second and third quintiles.

The largest change in inequality within the African group

of countries occurred in the distribution of gross national

product. A large part of this increased inequality was due to

the decline of the percentage share of gross national product

in the lowest quintile. The inequality in the distribution of

total trade and imports remained rather constant over the per-

iod. There was an increase in inequality in the distribution

of exports due mainly to a decline in the percentage share of

the lowest, third and fourth quintile. The top quintile exper-

ienced an increase in its percentage share of exports.

As has been generally true throughout this study there

exists greater inequality in the distribution of gross national

nroduct within these regions than there was in the distribution

of either exports, iniports or total trade. Likewise, as would
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be expected the greatest inequality existed within the English-

European group of countries. The reason for this large inequal-

ity is that this group covers a wide range of countries. It

includes large countries like the United States as well as

smaller countries like Ireland. The inequality within this

group would be reduced greatly by removing the United States

from the group.

The region with the least inequality in the distribution

of gross national product, exports, imports and total trade is

the Kiddle East.

Dominance of Countries Within Each Region

Although an examination of inequality and it3 changes

has been made, no mention has been made of the countries respon-

sible for these changes. Some insight to this situation can be

gained by examining the top four countries in each region and

their share of gross national product, exports and imports over

the period, 1950-1962.

The top four countries of the English-European group of

countries consisted of the United States, United Kingdom, France

and Germany in 1962. The only difference in 1950 was that

Canada had the fourth highest percent of exports and imports.

The percentage share of gross national product held by these

top four countries declined from 80.9 percent to 79. k- percent.

However, the decline in the percentage of exports and Imports

was much gre?ter. This indicates that the pattern of dominance

in the English-European group has changed very little, (Table 18),
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TABLE 18. — Changes in the share of gross national product,
exports and imports of the top four countries in each groun for

1950 and 1962. a

Top

GKP

1950
Pour Count
Percentage
Exports

;ries

Imports

Top

GNP

1962
Pour Count:
Percentage
Exnorts

pies

Imports

Group 1 80.9 bk.k 60.2 79.li- 57.8 56.5

Group 2 68.1 62.5 59.2 68.2 59.6 5M
Group 3 82.8 86.0 77.0 76.9 Ik.

2

71.0

Group I4. 91. k 75.7 77.7 87.8 81.3 77.2

Group 5 79.1 8L..0 77.7 72.6 72.9 69.0

Source: Derived from Appendices I, II and V.

The top four countries of the Latin American group consisted

of Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and Venezuela in 1950. The only

change in composition in 1962 was the replacement of Brazil by

Puerto Rico for exports and imports only. There was very little

change in the percentage share of gross national product held

over the period. The percentage share of imports declined in

1962. Earlier indications were that Latin America and the

English-European countries experienced a decrease in inequality

in the distribution of gross national product. It is evident that

this decrease in inequality was not at the expense of the top four

countries in either group. However, a large portion of the de-

crease in inequality in the distribution of exports and imports

can be attributed to the top four countries in both groups.

The top four Middle Eastern countries in 1950 were Algeria,

Morocco, Turkey and Egypt. In 1962, Israel replaced Algeria as
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the fourth country in gross national product and imports. Iraq

replaced Algeria as the fourth country in exports. Their per-

centage share of gross national product decreased from 82.8 per-

cent in 1950 to 76.9 percent in 1962. However, the overall in-

equality in the distribution of gross national product increased

during this period. The decline of the top four countries per-

centage share of exports and imports resulted in a decrease in

inequality in the distribution of exports and imports in the

Middle East.

The top four Asian countries were India, Japan, Pakistan and

the Phillippines for the distribution of gross national product

in 1950, but Indonesia replaced the Phillippines for the fourth-

country in the distribution of exports and imports. The top four

countries in Asia were responsible for the increase in inequal-

ity in the distribution of exports. The exports of the top four

countries increased from 75.7 percent to 81.3 percent. Japan's

exports increased from 26.0 percent in 195'0 to 1|.8.0 percent of

the total Asian exports in 1962.

The top four African countries in 1950 x.-ere Ghana, Nigeria,

Rhodesia and lyasaland and Congo (D.R.). In 1962 Sudan replaced

the Congo as the fourth country. The top four countries percent-

age shares in Africa declined. However, the effects of this de-

cline have been loss profound since the absolute inequality isn't

too large in Africa. This means that the top four countries are

not as distinctly dominant as the top four in the other groups

with tho possible exception of the Kiddle Ea3t.
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SUMMARY AHD CONCLUSIONS

Hits study set out with the object of examining the

inequalities in international trade among eighty-five free market

countries of the United nations for the thirteen year period,

(1950-1962). Since comparisons were involved, it became necessary

to have some measure of economic activity of nations. The mea-

sure chosen, because it is the most widely used and easiest to

obtain, was the gross national products of the countries. This

data along with the trade data for all the countries was conver-

ted into United States dollars at i960 prices.

It was concluded that it would be difficult to devise a

complete measure of the actual inequality among nations. The

Lorenz curve and the concentration ratio principle are used in

this study to compare inequality among nations and changes

which have occurred in inequality over a period of tine.

The volume and trends in total trade, gross national

product and population were examined. The world economy has

exhibited substantial growth in both gross national product and

total trade.

An examination of changes in inequality in the total dis-

tribution of gross national product, exports, imports and total

trade was made for the period, 1950-1962. It was found that

there has been no increase in inequality in the distribution of

gross national product for the overall distributions of the
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countries. In fact, there has been a slight decrease in in-

equality. The index of concentration for the distribution of

total trade increases from .721 in 1950 to .729 in 1962, indi-

cating almost no change in inequality.

The countries were divided into quintiles and attempts were

made to assess the changes in inequality among the distributions

of exports and imports. The slight increase in inequality in

the distribution of exports and imports did not occur in the two

lowest quintiles of countries. This was encouraging since a

high correlation was found between countries with high incomes

and trade. This finding would appear to have some implications

to the developing countries.

The value of trade as a proportion of gross national

product was examined and found to be an increasing ratio. The

meaning of this increase can be interpreted several ways, but

it would seem to imply an increasing dependence between countries

of the world.

After examining the overall distributions, attention was

focused on changes in inequality between the developed and less

developed countries. There was no significant evidence of any

increase in inequality in gross national product between the

developed and less developed countries. However, there was a

small increase in the index of concentration for distribution of

trade between the developed and less deve3.oped countries. This

would tend to indicate that there was some unfavorable changes

towards the less developed countries with respect to trade.
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A more explicit division of the developed and less developocl

countries was made by grouping then into per capita income

classes. Again there was a slight dovmward trend in inequality

between the groups in the distribution of gross national product.

As before there was also a slight increase in inequality in the

distribution of trade.

Each of the per capita income groups was compared to the

United States. The inequality between the United States and the

other groups decreased over the 1950-1962 period in all groups

except the lowest per capita income group. The inequality in

the distribution of total trade between the United States and

per capita income groups three, four, and five exhibited a

downward trend over the thirteen years. The inequality between

the United States and groups one and two remained almost the

same.

Since countries are often discussed in terms of regions

of the world, it was felt beneficial to discuss the inequalities

between and within these regions over the period, (1950-1962).

The regions examined were the English-European, Latin American,

Middle East, Asian and African countries. The results reveal

little evidence of any increase in overall inequality in the

distribution of gross national product between the regions.

However, there was a slight increase in inequality in the dis-

tribution of trade.

The distribution of gross national product, exports,

imports and total trade of the regions was compared to the

English Speaking and European countries. There was no tendency
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towards an increase in inequality between the English-European

countries and the other regions, with the exception of Africa,

for the distribution of gross national product. The inequality

in the distribution of gross national product between the

English-European countries and the Kiddle Eastern and Asian

countries showed almost no change over the period. With res-

pect to trade there was a greater tendency towards inequality

between the English-European countries and the Middle Eastern

and African countries. There was very little increase in in-

equality between the English-European countries and the Asian

countries.

The inequality in the distribution of gross national pro-

duct, exports, imports and total trade of the countries within

each region was examined. The English-European countries and

Latin America experienced a consistent decline in inequality for

the distribution of gross national product, exports, imports and

trade. The inequality within the Kiddle Eastern countries

decreased with respect to the distribution of exports, imports

and total trade but increased with respect to gross national

product. The general tendency within the Asian region was for

an increase in inequality in all distributions. The African

countries experienced an increase in inequality especially in

the distribution of gross national product and exports. One of

the major consistencies for the study has been that the inequal-

ity in the distribution of gross national product has been

greater than that for trade. The largest inequality within the
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regions was exhibited by the English-European countries. The

region with the least inequality within is the Middle East.

To examine the dominance of countries within each region

the top four countries of each region were considered. In

general there was very little change within the regions of the

dominant countries over the period. However, the dominance of

the top four countries in the Middle East and Africa was not

as distinct as the other groups.

In conclusion, there is no evidence of any significant

increase in inequality in the distribution of gross national

product in any case. Whether it be between the developed and

the less developed countries or the regions, there was no in-

creased inequality. There was a general tendency for the in-

equality in the distribution of exports, imports and total trade

to increase slightly among the different methods of grouping.

However, the hypothesis that there has been any large increase

in inequality between the developed and the less developed

countries is questionable.
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AFPENDIX I

The Total Value of GI1P, Ex-oorts, Imoorts and Total Trade for
1950, 195k, 1958 and 1962.a

(In
,

pillions of Dollars)

1950 195k

GiiP 717,02li.3 850,310.14

Exports 70.iO.lj..

3

88,795.1+

Imports 69,238.1 87,385.8

Total Tradeb 139, 652.k 176,181.2

1958 1962

985,6)1.2.2 1,175,9^.2.1

112,101.7 ik5, 300.0

112,158.6 llj.6,717.3

22k,260.1,L 292,012.3

a3ource: United Rations Yearbook of National Accounts
Statistics, (various issues) The values were arrived at by con-
verting the data for each country into United States dollars at
I960 prices. The study included sovanty-one countries in 1950,
seventy-six countries in 195^, eighty-four countries in 1958,
and seventy-five countries in 1962.

^Total trade is the sun of the exports and imports of
goods and services.
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APPENDIX II

Percentage Share of Total GNP, Exports, Imports and Total Trade
of Each Country for 195'0 and 1962. a

1950

Countries" GNP Exports Imoorts Total Trade

Barbados .0076 .0369 .0371+ .01+00
Mauritius .0187 .0865 .0533 .0700
British Guiana .0191 .0665 .0556 .0611
Iceland .0212 .O683 .0760 .0721
Nicaragua .0257 .0551 .01+1+9 .0500
Cyprus .0268 .0538 .0630 .0581+
Paraguay .0291+ .OJ4.98 • 037k .01+37
Trinidad .0313 .1992 .1992 .1992
Costa Rica .0319 .0706 .0660 .0683
Haite ,033k .052ii. .0599 .0561
Honduras .0335 .0920 .0726 .0821+

Panama .0365 .IMlI .1371 .11+06
Cambodia .0399 .0809 .0)i77 . 061+1+

Tanzania .01+22 .0923 .1187 .103+
Uganda .01+25 .0959 .0777 .0866
Luxembourg .0h28 .3610 .2577 .3098
Jamaica .01+37 .1071 .1561 .1311+

El Salvador .01+52 .0883 .0930 .0906
Dominican Republic .01+69 .1176 .11:88 .1330
Bolivia .0532 .1172 . 0921 .101+8

Kenya .061+9 .0839 .1795 .1313
Ecuador .0653 .0953 .091+0 .091+7
Syria .0671 .1018 .2139 .1571+
Israel .0732 .0382 .3998 .2175
Tunisia .0776 .2073 .21+58 .2261+

Tawian .0925 .0513 .0752 .0632
Guatemala .0978 .1121 .1391 .1251+
Rhodesia and
Eyas aland .1012 .#1.76 .5953 .5713
Burma .1116 .i960 .0809 .1389
Ghana .1123 .3688 .21+28 .3063
Congo (D.R.) .1222 .51+39 .3572 .1+513

Ceylon • 1311|- .5375 .3967 .)|677

Puerto Rico .1W .5311; .8588 .6937
Peru .171+2 .2823 .3673 .321+1+

Morocco .2039 .1+201+ .1+853 .1+526

Portugal .2181 .5061+ .51+81+ .5272
Ireland .218).. .5682 .81+20 .701+0

Algeria .2233 .607)1 .81+39 .72)1.6

Greece .251+1 .1335 .5991+ .361..5

Tha il and • 25)-'-2 .5): 22 .2292 .3670

.701+0

.72)i.6

.361.-5

.3670



Countries

Nigeria
Egypt
Colombia
Noitf Zealand
Finland
Phillipoines
Chile
l^irkey
Norway
Venezuela
Austria
Denmark
South Africa
Switzerland
Pakistan
Spain
Mexico
Netherlands
Brazil
Belgium
Sweden
Argentina
Australia
Japan
Italy
India
Canada
Germany
Prance
United Kingdom
United States

Barbados
Malta
British Guiana
Mauritius
Iceland
Paraguay
Cyprus
Nicaragua
Honduras
Jordan
Bolivia
Costn 3ica
Uganda
Luxembourg

APPENDIX II (Continued)

GNP Exports

.3023

.311i.2

.3501

.3584

.[[.002

.4360

.li.360

.4372

.4436

.4553
• 4978
.5972
.6385
.7777
.7811
.801.5

.9407

.9924

.9978
1.2122
1.2408
1.2454
1.5496
2.2680
2.5154
3.2537
3.4756
4.6202
5.4261
7.9525

50.7951

1962

.0074

.0120

.0140

.0150

.0220

.0251

.0291

.0329

.0347

.0350

.0361

.0382

.0382

.0396

.4259
1.0252
.5432
.6802
.8373
.6321
.5872
.4025

1.3997
1.6488
.6675

1.3831
1.4798
1.7518
.7160
.9487

I.1404
3.1698
.9955

2.5904
2.7651
1.7914
2.1089
2.2164
2.231k
2.4356
6.9104
4.3457
7.5289

15.8212
20.3084

.0288

.0505

.0726

.0):96

.0933

.0353

.0592

.0573

.0534

.0341

.01x36

.0651

.0921

.2960
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Iriuorts rotal Trade

.3037
1.2778

.3653
1.1504

.7168 .6293

.8752 .7769

.6772 • 7580

.6892 .6604

.4097 .4992

.4759 .4389
I.6781 1.5377
1.3071 1.4794
.6565 .7612

1.4982 1.4401
1.7447 1.6111
1.6379 1.7944
1.0091 .0614
.4630 .7079

1.4.375 1.2877
3.8173 3.4903
.9301 .9631

3.0706 2.8284
2.5058 2.6365
1.3371 I.8141
3.2641 2.6816
1.2791 1.7517
2.7730 2.4999
2.2704 2.3537
6.7058 6. 0090
3.9039 4.1267
6.4764

14.8586
7.0060

15.3440
19.3535 19.8350

.034-4 .0316

.0620 .0563

.0644 .0685

.0518

.0910

.0369

.0919

.0656

.0600

.0988

.0790

.0758

.0773

.2895

.0507

.0922

.0361

.0756

.0615

.0567

.0666

.0614

.0705

.081:9

.2928
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Countries

Luxembourg
Tobago & Trinidad
Tanzania
EL Salvador
Cambodia
Kenya
Dominican Republic
Jamaica
Ecuador
Tunisia
Ethiopia
Syria
Guatemala
Uruguay
Sudan
Ghana
Ceylon
Rhodesia and
Nyas aland
Burma
Taiwan
Iraq
Israel
Morocco
Ireland
Puerto Rico
Malaya
Peru
Portugal
Thailand
Nigeria
Korea
Greece
lieu Zealand
Colombia
Egypt
Chile
Finland
Norway
Turkey
Philippines
Austria
Denmark
Venezuela
Pakistan
South Africa
Switzerland
Netherlands

APPENDIX II (Continued)

G1IP Exports Imports Total Trade

.0396 .2960 .2895 .2928
,0kk6 .2919 .2709 .28lk

.okjk .12014. .1328 .1266
,0k88 .117k .0979 .1076
.0511 • 0ki3 .0698 .0556
.05104- .1116 .1620 .1369
.0551". .1115 .162k .1370
.0595 .1705 .1689 .1680
.0686 .1096 .1032 ,106k
.0722 .0909 .1527 .1220
.0787 .0814.0 .0811 .0825
.0876 .1358 .1639 .1500
.0913 .0933 .101k .097k
.ioK .1287 .1813 .1551
.1088 .1830 .2oik .1922
.1231 .3108 .2677 .2S92
.1236 .3193 .3177 .3185

.1270 -14-789 .3723 .k25k

.1320 .1727 .1530 .1630

.iWj.9 •11U5 .1889 .1519

.1)166 .5003 .2981 .3987
•llj-92 .2273 .14900 .3593
.1625 .2870 .3272 .3072
.1698 .1*59 .5395 .U930
.1821). .6819 .9ljl|.o .8136
.1827 .7811 .6073 .6938
.1978 .k2& .3923 .k088
.2325 .3798 .k575 .kl88
.2389 .3597 .3999 .3799
.2922 •392k .t.225 .k075
.3011 .Ili32 .3950 .2697
.3208 .2718 ,5kl8 • k075
.3333 .6593 .6169 .6390
.3614-2 .1.1-319 4527 .kl|.2k

.ko65 .5136 .6989 .6067

.10-33 .3950 .1j390 .ia7i

.14168 .9052 .9392 .9223

.14-227 l.i!-7lj-9 i.56a 1.5187

.5165 .2731-!- .U526 • 363k

.5255 .9527 .8381 .8951

.5605 1.1900 1.178k 1.1 8k2

.5705 1.)'719 1.6291 1.5509

.6I4.O6 1.8882 1.0352 l.k597

.6715 • 5kk2 .6088 .5767

.6962 1.651l5 1.1778 1.M50

.8290 2.0023 2.2723 2.1-sSO

1.0256 I1.2182 k.1597 k.1689
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Countries GEP Exports Imports Total Trade

Argentina 1.0315 1.0862 1.0941 1.0902
Spain 1.01.58 .9332 1.123k 1.0288
Belgium 1 . 05^4-8 3.0392 3.0167 3.0280
Mexico 1.1375 1.0697 1.00).|i> 1.0370
Sweden I.II180 2.5327 2.5171 2.52k9
Brazil 1.1811 .5705 .6836 .6274
Australia i.4$ok 1.8286 2.0202 1.9249
India 3.0676 1.2299 1.7687 1.5006
Italy 3.1251 lj.,5170 U.6947 4.606k
Canada 3.4534 5-4363 5.3001 5.3679
Japan [(..1811 It. 3738 3.9836 4.1778
Prance 5.7236 6.8902 6.6013 6.7)452
United Kingdom 6.3196 10.3663 10.5182 10.536k
Germany 6.6826 10.8190 10.70iik 10.6680
United States Ii6.k252 17.6187 16.5625 17.0883

Source: United Nations Yearboolc of National Accounts,
(various issues) The absolute values of these percentages were
arrived at by converting the data for each country into United
States dollars at i960 prices.

"In addition to the above countries Chad, Congo (Brazza-
ville), Indonesia, Togo and Iran were included in the 1954 an<^

1958 distributions.



APPENDIX III

7k

Developed
Countries

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
Prance
Germany
Iceland
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
Hotherland
New Zealand
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States

Less Doveloped
Countries

Afghanistan
Algeria
Argentina
Barbados
Bolivia
Brazil
British Guiana
Burma
Cambodia
Ceylon
Chad
Chile
Colombia
Congo (Brazzaville

)

Congo (D.R.

)

Costa Rica
Cyprus
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
SI Salvador
Ethiopia
Ghana
Greece
Guatemala
Eaite
Honduras
India
Indonisia
Iran
Iraq
Jamaica

Jordan
Kenya
Korea (Republic)
Malaya
Malta
Mauritius
Mexico
Morocco
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Rhodesia & Kyasaland
South Africa
Spain
Sudan
Syria
Tanzania
Taiwan
Thailand
Togo
Trinadad & Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
Uruguay
Venezuela

Source: The division between developed and less developed
countries was adapted from: Jamos C. Ingram, International
Economic problems , (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1966) p. 75.
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APPENDIX IV

Countries Grouped by Per Capita Income Classes a

Less '..100

Group 1

Afghanistan
Barbados
Bolivia
Burma
Cambodia
Chad
Congo
(Brazzaville

)

Congo (D.R.

)

Ethiopia
Haite
India
Indonesia
Kenya
Nigeria
Pakistan
Sudan
Tanzania
Togo
Uganda

§100-250
Group 2

Algeria

Ceylon
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Ghana
Guatemala
Honduras
Iran
Iraq
Jordan
Korea
(Republic)

Morocco
Nicaragua
Paraguay
Peru
Phillippines
Portugal
Rhodesia &
Nyas aland
Syria
Taiwan
Thailand
Tunisia
Turkey

$250-500
Group 3

Brazil
British Guiana
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominican
Republic

Greece
Jamaica
Japan
Malaya
Malta
Mauritius
Mexico
Panama
South Africa
Spain
Uruguay

$500-1,000
Group Ij-

Argentina
Austria
Cyprus
Pinl and
Ireland
Israel

Italy
Netherlands
Puerto Rico
Tobago &
Trinadad

Venezuela

$1,000-2,000
Group 5

Australia
Belgium
Denmark
Prance
Germany (F.R.

)

Iceland
Luxembourg
New Seal and
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Over §2,000
Group 6

Canada
United States

Source: The per capita income classification was
adapted from: C. Wilcox, W. Ueatherford and H. Hunter Econo -

mies of the World Today , (New York: Earcourt, 3race and Co.,
1962) p. ib-iw.
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Countries Grouped by Regions of the World.
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Group 1
English &
European

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
Prance
Germany (P.R.

)

Grooce
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Hew Zealand
Norway
Portugal
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States

Group 2
Latin
American

Argentina
Barbados
Bolivia
Brazil
British Guiana
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominican
Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Puerto Rico
Tobago &
Trinidad

Uruguay
Venezuela

Group 3
Middle
East

Algeria
Cyprus
Egypt
Iran
Iraq
Israel
Jordan
Morocco
Syria
Tunisia
Turkey

Group !].

Asian

Afghanistan
Burma
Cambodia
Ceylon
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
(Republic)

Malaya
Pakistan
Phillippines
Taiwan
Thailand

Group 5
African

Chad
Congo
(Brazzaville)

Congo (D.R.

)

Ethiopia
Ghana
Kenya
Malta
Mauritius
Nigeria
Rhodesia &
Nyas aland
Sudan
Tanzania
Togo
Uganda

aSource: This classification was adapted from C. Wilcox,

W. Weatherford and H. Hunter, Economies of the. World Today ,

(Hew York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 19627, p. 1° - 10.
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The purpose of this report was to examine inequalities in

the distribution of gross national product, exports, imports and

total trade anong eighty-five freo market countries of the

United Nations for the period, 1950 to 1962. The major concern

is the purported divergency in income and trade between the

developed and the less developed countries. An attempt was

made to measure this divergency to seo if the "gap" between the

developed and the less developed countries is actually becoming

greater.

To measure this divergency, the income and trade data of

the countries was converted into United States dollars at I960

prices. This provided a standard with which comparisons were

made. The Lorenz curve concentration ratio was then used as

a measure of inequality.

An examination of changes in inequality in the overall dis-

tribution of gross national product, exports, imports and total

trade was first made. It was found that there has been no sig-

nificant increase in inequality in the distribution of income

or trade for the overall distribution of countries. This in

itself is significant; however, it reveals very little about

the changes that may have taken place between the developed

and the less developed countries.

The countries wcro divided into a group of developed and

a group of less developed countries and the changes in inequal-

ity were examined. There was no evidence of any increase in

inequality between the developed and less developed countries in



the distribution of income. There was a slight increase in

inequality in the distribution of trade. A more explicit divi-

sion of the countries by per capita income classes was then made.

The index of concentration exhibited a downward trend for the

distribution of income, while the index for trade was almost

tho s ame

.

A comparison was made between the United States and each

of the per capita income groups. There was no incresse in in-

equality between the United States and any of the per capita groups

for either the distribution of income or trade. In fact, there

was a dovniward trend in inequality for all groups except the

lowest per capita income group.

An examination was made of inequality and changes in

inequality in the distribution of incomo and trade for the

different regions of tho world. There was no significant change

in inequality in the distribution of incomo for the regions.

However, there appeared to be a slight increase in inequality

in the distribution of trade. Results of comparisons of the

English and European countries with each of the other groups

showed no increase in inequality with tho possible exception of

Africa. An examination of inequality and changes in inequality

within these regions was also made.

In general, the results of this study would tend to sub-

stantiate the vie;; that the income and trade gap between the

•more developed and tho less developed countries is not widening.


